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often lacks insight into others' feelings and moddles through
a difficulty because he finds thought tedious and difficult.
But the practical man at his best uses emotional insight
and thought in his work.
Assuming then that there is justification in calling a
man emotional rather than intellectual, practical rather
than emotional, it is clear that each will give the most
marked proof of imaginative construction in the type of
mental act most characteristic of him. Hence we get three
main types of imaginative act—that of emotional or sym-
pathetic imagination, that shown in intellectual discovery,
and that manifesting itself in some material form.
For want of better terms they might be named sym-
pathetic, intellectual and constructive imagination. But
the reader should constantly remind himself that they are
only named after the most characteristic feature of the
act; thus the use of creative thought in the act of true
sympathetic insight is great and in all probability a practical
result will complete the cycle.
Sympathetic Imagination
The people who display this type of imagination are
clearly those who not only have strong emotional reactions
to experience but whose interests lie in the emotional
aspects of life rather than in the intellectual. At their
best, and probably the condition implies high intelligei>ce,
they are the people with a genius for friendship; when
they are also endowed with zeal for some form of con-
structive work they make the poets and the statesmen of
the world. Thus was Shelley.
But as teachers do not have to train geniuses but the
touchingly friendly young thing whom we call the * ordin-
ary ' child, it is far more important for him to recognize
that these children have capacity for sympathetic imagin-
ation and from the earliest time they should be encouraged
to give it play.

